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Introduction:

The need to include tolerance and mutual respect
in each stage and modus of language tuition and
social orientation of refugees and migrants
Miriana Ilcheva, Sanne van de Pol, Prof. Dirk Vanheule

Increased migration flows of mixed gender, economic and family status have been profoundly
impacting European States and their policies in the last few years. Fears and hostility towards
‘the other’ have been triggered by populist narratives with growing support, while notions of
‘migrants’ floods’ have been widely used in political rhetoric. At this background, policies on
asylum seekers, refugees and migrants’1 inclusion and integration into host societies are
experiencing strong, often destabilising, influence by fluctuations in politics and public
opinions.
Integration is usually defined as a two-way, or even multi-way, process with roles and
responsibilities of citizens of the receiving State as well as migrants. Integration courses
should provide participants with necessary information and awareness of matters that affect
them, and give them access to civic, political, economic, social, cultural life as soon as possible.
The bulk of service provision in the area of social inclusion of migrants focuses on language
tuition and, to a smaller extent, on labour integration. However, not so much is done to
prepare refugees and migrants for understanding and communicating with authorities and
grasping countries’ laws to prevent and counter acts of intolerance either coming from or
directed at the host community. In this respect, it is crucial that migrants have knowledge
about their fundamental rights and freedoms.
Incorporation of fundamental rights and freedoms into integration policy would address all
members of society. Fundamental rights and freedoms apply to each individual, not only
migrants, and their enjoyment (indirectly) asks all members of society to balance interests
among each other. These rights and freedoms could provide a more inclusive strategy aiming
towards integration in society. Fundamental rights are (1) inclusive, (2) universal, and (3)
encompass society as a whole.
Firstly, fundamental rights are inclusive, meaning that they have a very broad scope. They are
thus different from political rights or secondary rights strictly reserved for certain categories
of people (nationals, EU citizens, long term residents, etc.). Fundamental rights have been
1

The present guidelines will occasionally refer to those seeking and the beneficiaries of international protection, and other (legally resident) third country nationals by the (older) terms ‘asylum seekers’, ‘refugees’ and
‘migrants’ to make themselves more understandable to their varied audience. The term ‘non-nationals’ will
also be used to cover all those groups and also EU citizens subjects to social orientation modules and
courses.
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widely accepted everywhere in Europe, not only under national constitutions but also under
treaties like the European Convention of Human Rights. Secondly, fundamental rights are
universal. They are universal since they are articulated by many nations through the United
Nations Charter and not tied to the nation state. This extra inter-governmental nature makes
them such a powerful tool because traditionally they have been employed to act against
repression by states. Thirdly, fundamental rights encompass society as a whole and demand
enforcement on multiple sides. On the one hand, States have a duty towards the people
present on their territory and vice versa. On the other hand, fundamental rights also demand
the engagement of individuals amongst each other that needs to be ensured by the State.
Fundamental rights entail therefore vertical respect between the State and the individual,
and horizontal respect among individuals, to be ensured by the State. This is another reason
why these rights are so valuable.
Fundamental rights and freedoms cannot be overlooked in integration and social orientation
policy. They are vital in the promotion of higher tolerance and mutual respect in society.
Knowledge about fundamental rights, their possible violations and ways of complaint and
redress should be part and parcel of both work of institutions and NGO service providers and
of each modus in which the reception and integration systems operate. This is because, in
addition to legal services and consultations provided by relevant stakeholders, refugees and
migrants themselves should be empowered to recognise violations of their fundamental
rights and/or discrimination, to complain about such violations, and seek protection and
referral to services. In this sense, specific guidance is required towards institutions and service
providers as this is rarely an obvious part of integration policies and action plans.
To this end the initiative ‘Preventing and Combatting Racism and Xenophobia through Social
Orientation of Non-Nationals – RACCOMBAT’ explored throughout Member States good
practices in combatting racism, xenophobia and other forms of intolerance by promoting the
laws, customs and values of society, knowledge about relevant institutions and intercommunal
activities throughout the entire process of induction, adaptation and ultimate integration of
migrants. Those practices formed the overall conceptual framework for the present guidelines
aiming at empowering and educating newly arriving or relatively settled non-nationals, not
to allow acts of hate and intolerance on either side, recognise, prevent and counter them and
have recourse to main legal remedies offered by the State.
The guidelines are targeted at:
• Governmental and non-governmental integration service providers, such as refugee
agencies, other public institutions, specialised NGOs, first-line implementers of language
and social orientation modules who shall be provided with an innovative approach to
existing social orientation efforts and motivated to incorporate a full-fledged civic
education element in their work. They will be equipped with improved knowledge on
how, by acquainting course participants with vocabulary and knowledge on state
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governance and the main national laws, customs, values and institutions, to promote
among them an attitude of zero tolerance towards hatred and discrimination by and to
host communities.
• Other stakeholders and policy makers in the area of migration and integration, such as
national, regional and local authorities responsible for migration, justice, home affairs and
social welfare who are to mainstream integration policies and measures in all relevant
policy portfolios and levels of government and public services. They will become aware of
promising practices, by being shown the potential of language and social orientation in
preventing and responding to hate and intolerance;
• Host societies and non-nationals in general who will become acquainted with good
practices in social orientation in order to increase the possibilities for their replication and
the support for intercommunal initiatives upholding fundamental rights and the
prohibition of hate and intolerance.
The present guidelines will reflect upon imparting fundamental rights knowledge in a
number of contexts: in the work of both institutions and NGOs, under different models
throughout the Union (Chapter 1), as part of crisis response (Chapter 2) and well established
integration pathways (Chapter 3), as well as in language tuition and cultural orientation
(Chapter 4) and the everyday work with and outreach to refugees and migrants of asylum, law
enforcement, judiciary, equality bodies, but also other institutions (Chapter 5). Finally, no
practical progress can be made if steps are not taken at a policy level, for which the expert
team will ultimately give its conclusions and recommendations. In an annex, selected good
practices in teaching fundamental rights as part of migrants’ social orientation will be
presented.

Chapter 1:

Teaching about fundamental rights
in the work of institutions and the activity
of NGOs
Isabella Meier, Miriana Ilcheva

The state-led model
Research has identified models in which the provision of language and orientation courses is
led by States, who thus decide on the inclusion of fundamental rights knowledge in language
tuition and social orientation.
State-led systems define a legal relationship between the state as service provider and the
non-nationals as service users, which is characterised by mutual rights and obligations. By
way of example, the Austrian Integration Act2 assumes that integration is a two-sided process,
2

Austria, Integration Act, (Bundesgesetz zur Integration rechtmäßig in Österreich aufhältiger Personen ohne
österreichische Staatsbürgerschaft – Integrationsgesetz, IntG), BGBl. I Nr. 68/2017, last amended by BGBl. I Nr.
37/2018, available at: www.ris.bka.gv.at/GeltendeFassung.wxe?Abfrage=Bundesnormen&Gesetzesnumm
er=20009891.
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whereby the state has the duty to offer integration measures systematically; simultaneously,
the beneficiaries have the duty to effectively make use of these measures. The Integration Act
further obliges the target group to sign the Integration Declaration. Non-nationals declare
with their signature that they will accept the fundamental values of legal and societal order
in Austria, such as religious freedom and the rule of law, and that they are aware of the
possibility of being sanctioned under the law3 if they violate these values. Moreover, the
Integration Declaration obliges the target group to participate in and successfully pass all
integration measures, such as language courses, as well as value and orientation courses.
State-led systems legally equip state institutions with the mandate to provide language and
social orientation courses. Furthermore, state institutions are mandated with the development
of the curricula for language courses. Private carrier organisations, which are certified by the
state, then offer the courses and thereby apply the state-developed curriculum in practice.
State institutions are legally mandated to monitor the integration of non-nationals and to
report to the social welfare offices, the Federal Agency for Alien Affairs and Asylum, and the
Federal Administrative Court whether the individuals actually participated in a value and social
orientation course and whether or not they passed it.
The accessibility of services is the main advantage of a system in which states lead the
provision of social orientation measures. State institutions certify private carrier organisations
to teach fundamental rights in mandatory social orientation courses. The mandatory
character of these courses (including sanctions for non-nationals who fail to pass the exams)4
ensures that all non-nationals (persons in need of international protection and other third
country nationals) understand the information given. Moreover, the system provides for a
common and coherent set of value and social orientation courses. Each non-national receives
the same information; courses apply the same curriculum and teaching methods nationwide.
The coherent and comprehensive implementation of language and social orientation courses
is a major benefit of institutionalised models, which is recommended.
The practical neglect of fundamental rights information, particularly in relation to
racism, xenophobia and related intolerance, is a limitation of this system. State-led integration
concepts, mirrored in the curriculum of language and value courses, may perceive nonnationals as duty bearers or potential violators of ‘Western’ fundamental values and rights.
Findings show that state-led models bear the risk of designing integration courses as a
means to prevent the target group from violating fundamental values and rights. The
perspective on the target group as rights holders may be neglected in these institutionalised

3
4

Ranging from fines and terms of imprisonment to the withdrawal of the right of residence.
Beispielfragen Werte- und Orientierungswissen A2
https://www.integrationsfonds.at/fileadmin/user_upload/Beispielfragen_Werte_und_Orientierung_A2.pdf;
https://www.integrationsfonds.at/fileadmin/user_upload/Beispielfragen_Werte_und_Orientierung_B1.pdf.
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social orientation services. Consequently, the target group is not (effectively) equipped with
knowledge on how to combat racism, xenophobia and related intolerance.
To effectively inform the target group, it is recommended that social orientation courses
perceive them as both rights holders and duty bearers. Otherwise, the provision of
fundamental rights information to rights holders is up to the dedication of the individual
course teachers. Evidence shows that questions on fundamental rights issues are indeed
raised by the target group during the courses. However, at the same time, course teachers are
not necessarily well-informed about fundamental rights issues, although they are relevant to
the target group. Language teachers call for support and information about human rights in
general, on the legislation on protection against violence, victim support services, referral
mechanisms and the like. Thus, the distribution of information and folders on various
human rights issues and services among course providers is highly recommended. It is also
recommended for responsible state institutions to offer basic information on legal and
human rights issues to course teachers. This way, they could be equipped to make referrals to
specialised NGOs, Anti-Discrimination Offices or migrant counselling services, in case course
attendants bring up such issues during the courses.
At the conceptual level – when developing the curriculum – it is recommended to draw clear
boundaries between societal values, rules of behaviour and ideal behaviour. The
course content should reflect reality (e.g. gender equality is a societal value, but not yet an
empirical fact) to remain credible for the target group. When developing the curricula, the
target group should be perceived not only as potential violators of societal values such as
gender equality, but also as potential victims of human rights violations (perpetrated by the
actors of the host society).
By way of another problematic aspect, state actors, who provide the curricula for social
orientation and language courses, have the mandate to foster and monitor the quick
integration (i.e. assimilation) of the target group. However, they have no mandate to
empower and inform (potential) victims of racism, xenophobia and intolerance.
Consequently, no explicit counselling in relation to racial discrimination, xenophobia and
intolerance is offered by the institutionalised actors. Compensation for the information gaps
of institutionalised services is provided by NGOs and counselling services. They are specialised
in these issues and charged to provide information and empower victims. However, they
cannot effectively access the target group. The usage of counselling services tailored towards
their needs is not mandatory for the beneficiaries. Moreover, due to lacking budgets of NGOs
for outreach work, there is scarce knowledge about such services in migrant communities.
State-run course providers have access to the target group by means of mandatory
participation in courses; however, they do not have the mandate to offer information on
racism, xenophobia and intolerance. Thus, a close cooperation between institutions and
NGOs is expected to achieve success in informing the target group. It is recommended that
state providers of language and social orientation courses either supply the information
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themselves, or refer beneficiaries to the competent NGO services and thereby effectively use
their access to the target group. More arguments for the inclusion of NGO services into
language and social orientation programmes are mentioned in the next section. The
experiences from NGO led models can also be made useful in state-led systems.
Another successful model is allocating counselling services directly to the state provider of
social orientation courses. Such a model is offered in Vienna. All newcomers are obliged to
register at the Municipal Department for Immigration and Citizenship, which refers them to
START Vienna for the provision of initial information. START Vienna is located in the premises
of the Municipal Department for Immigration and Citizenship. START Vienna closely
cooperates with several counselling centres in Vienna and offers further referrals to these
centres for more detailed counselling and information. If institution-led language and
orientation courses fail to effectively include fundamental rights information, effective
referrals to competent NGOs are recommended.

The NGO led model
Besides the state-led model (mostly in more developed systems), a number of Member
States display a model of integration and social orientation, pioneered by NGOs. These
are often countries, like Bulgaria, where at some point migration waves have exceeded the
initial capacity of institutions to provide proper reception, treatment and integration courses
and modules, or no streamlined integration programmes were present, and NGOs and other
non-state structures had to take the lead because asylum seekers and refugees’ short and
medium term needs had to be met before the institutional system gathered additional
capacity to do so.
The NGO-led model of integration and social orientation, and in particular imparting legal
and institutional fundamental rights knowledge, has a number of benefits states should take
into account, support and promote.
NGO reception and integration teams have shown themselves to be flexible, which has
allowed them to customise integration components according to the profile of the audience.
In a number of cases, including in the experience of Bulgaria, courses have been adapted to
the needs of children, adolescents, or women (with small children) with suitable study
materials, profile of teachers and manner of imparting fundamental rights knowledge. NGOs
are usually eager to avoid ‘one size fits all’ solutions and are ready to offer to each beneficiary
whatever content and format suits their needs best – lectures, individual or group (question
and answer) sessions, various other interactive methods.
NGO experts usually establish a relationship of trust with various asylum seeking, refugee
and migrant groups, allowing the latter to share instances of hate and discrimination they
have been subjected to and helping an adequate and meaningful response. In a number of
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cases, non-nationals prove more willing to communicate their concerns with NGO
representatives rather than with officers from institutions due to deeply rooted fear of having
negative outcome of proceedings or institutional repercussions, especially in case of acts of
discrimination by institutions themselves. Thus, NGOs, while offering social orientation, may
also act as a corrective for wrongful institutional practices.
NGOs have profound knowledge of latest tendencies and tools in protecting nonnationals’ fundamental rights – mechanisms for complaints to various institutions on national
and supranational level in different languages or by electronic means, trends in administrative
practice and courts’ case-law, differences in capacity to handle refugees and migrants’
specifics. On the other hand, thanks to projects and networks, NGOs have substantial
international exposure to a number of successful and unsuccessful practices in Europe – and
world-wide, letting them apply those with proper adaptation to the national context and
suggest to institutions required reforms.
As a remedy to difficulties encountered in the state-led model (see above), NGOs most often
offer a direct link between educational and counselling activities in legal and other support
matters.
At the same time, some difficulties may arise in such an NGO-led setting which may hamper
the timely and adequate response to non-nationals’ integration needs.
Political fluctuations may influence negatively both state integration policies and state’s
relations with NGOs, which may result in a number of practical problems before the work of
organisations. NGOs have often complained of sporadic access to asylum seeking and other
migrant communities while governments with anti-migrant sentiments may substantially
hamper their work and even accuse them of supporting illegal migration. Thus non-nationals
may be effectively left without integration services for an indefinite period of time and their
settlement and adaptation may seriously suffer. On the other hand, organisations may find
themselves biased by various partisan interests, dictated by funders or other parties which
influence their work.
Among the momentum of NGO activity, especially in crisis situations, states may be misled
to abandon their integration functions vested by law and not provide the necessary
human, financial and institutional capacity and environment for the integration infrastructure.
Systematic assessment may not be available of what activity should stay vested with the state
and what should be outsourced, with proper sustainable state financing.
Various NGO projects and ad hoc initiatives may not follow a common direction and may
potentially divert from the general policy lines set by the state and/or agreed by relevant
stakeholders. Overlaps among activities, especially based on project financing, may also
diminish their effectiveness and outreach. Co-operation and co-ordination may often depend
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on personal contacts and lack established mechanisms and tools to correct possible
diversions.
Thus, common effort is needed and a bridge between the state-led and NGO-pioneered
model, the various aspects of which are explored throughout the following chapters and in
the conclusions and recommendations section at the end.

Chapter 2:

Teaching tolerance and mutual respect as part
of crisis response
Prof. Xenophon Contiades, Despoina Kontorizou,
Annie Camarioti, Zoe Kasapi

Why to include imparting fundamental rights knowledge as part
of crisis response?
The first element that needs to be clarified in order to address the issue is what is currently
considered as a ‘crisis context’ and how different its duration and scale can be depending on
the circumstances.
If the term ‘crisis’ defines a very specific moment – i.e. the arrival of asylum seekers on
national territory, or the moment of their registration process at the competent authorities
(Police, Asylum Service) – reference is made to a very specific time in which much needs to be
done. Within this limited time frame, the main priorities are to ensure the persons’ safety, to
refer them to necessary health services and public hospitals in case of injuries or emergencies,
to find accommodation (within refugee camps, housing programmes or other alternatives)
and to treat potential serious medical condition or chronic illness. During these first days upon
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arrival, imparting fundamental rights knowledge seems particularly complicated given the
newcomers’ overall condition (physical and mental health, potential PTSD resulting from their
journey, etc.) and the subsequent limited ability to absorb new information. Thus, during
these first days it seems more efficient to limit the information flow to the strictly necessary
until the newcomers have the chance to settle in, adapt to their living conditions and satisfy
their basic needs.
In cases such as that of Greece, where during the period 2014-2016 the crisis context was
prolonged for months or even years, providing social orientation for the entirety of this period
was considered a luxury and thus neglected, making this automatically a crucial issue. The
fact that newcomers are lacking basic information on their rights, during a possibly long
period of time, can cause great disorientation and lead to lack of integration and to
ghettoisation. In Greece incidents of hostility and violence occurred not only between the
host community and newcomers but also among migrants and refugees of different ethnic
origin and religion.
Therefore, fundamental rights, tolerance and mutual respect must be included in the midterm response strategy, especially in the case of foreigners coming from various sociocultural
backgrounds. The ideal would be to gradually overcome any difficulties in understanding
their rights and obligations during the first phase of the integration process in their new
environment, so as to prevent or counter alarming situations and fundamental rights’
violations within their family and/or towards third parties and to avoid cases of and counter
acts of intolerance, whether these are coming from or directed towards the host community.
Including tolerance and mutual respect in teaching should be part of the overall integration
process in order to prevent misunderstandings that could occur while interacting with locals,
friends, employers and civil society (school, working environment or other socialising
opportunities). In addition, integrating the aforementioned training may provide newcomers
with a general understanding of the sociocultural context in which they (and their family) will
have to evolve and adapt, facilitating their integration and securing their understanding of
their fundamental rights. Moreover, these teachings will have a both-ways essential effect as
they will empower asylum seekers, refugees and migrants against possible discriminatory
behaviour, but also set the frame of their own obligations in terms of mutual respect and
tolerance towards others. All in all, it is a major element for a smooth integration process and
it should be highly prioritised in social orientation initiatives as soon as the basic needs
described above are satisfied and the third country nationals are ready to focus on ‘next steps’
and develop their autonomy on solid grounds.
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Where to include teaching tolerance and mutual respect in the crisis
response cycle?
There is no perfect timing to include the teaching of tolerance and mutual respect in the
response cycle, given that its effectiveness depends on various factors, such as persons’
general health conditions, accommodation issues, legal status, individual educational
background etc. These factors influence the non-nationals’ motivation and capacity to work
towards integration into their new environment. However, some general tendencies on
successful timing could be identified as follows.
During reception: briefly introduce main fundamental rights through information leaflets and
orientation discussions
Given the indisputable necessity to include fundamental rights, tolerance and mutual respect
in asylum seekers’ integration process, a first information leaflet could be designed and
distributed in the framework of their registration with the Asylum Service or the competent
authorities, as well as during reception and registration procedures in camps or in
accommodation programmes and schemes.
Furthermore, an orientation discussion could be included at the reception stage, providing
key information on basic rights, such as health services, legal issues, for instance on asylum
law, accommodation etc.
During placement: underline the binding nature of fundamental rights through informational
talks
As soon as asylum seekers and refugees are accommodated, the concepts of mutual respect,
tolerance and fundamental rights could be incorporated in other general guidelines and
regulations directly related to their placement and accommodation. This would go further
than simply imposing ‘one truth’ on the persons, would stem from an open and participatory
dialogue, rather than a top-down approach and would secure the inclusion of a framework
for both rights and obligations as an obligatory basis for co-existence. This would set a certain
basis for further teachings and establish a necessary fundamental rights perspective as the
necessary pre-requisite. At this stage information talks could be introduced containing more
detailed information on education (language), integration in the labour market, discrimination
and racism, democracy and human rights etc.
During social orientation: go deeper
When accommodation is guaranteed, asylum seekers and refugees start looking ahead to
their future. This is a good time to further develop their knowledge on fundamental rights
and eventually link it to other topics such as, labour market and rights relevant to it, or gender
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equality, through social orientation courses (language courses, thematic multicultural events,
group discussions, cultural or institutional visits, etc).
At this point it should be underlined that depending on their country of origin, refugees have
different levels of knowledge and perception regarding fundamental rights and any teachings
should be adapted to their sociocultural specificities.
According to the stage of the response, various actors could deliver the information
For instance, during registration of asylum claims, representatives of the Asylum Service or
other competent authorities could provide persons with a basic informational leaflet or make
sure they provide sufficient information through orientation discussions.
Moreover, NGO staff, such as cultural mediators, social workers or other trained NGO workers,
could undertake informational sessions, individual and group discussions or even include
fundamental rights and mutual respect as a prerequisite in their reception guides and
housing contracts. In addition, there should be trained staff in the main municipal social
services to provide ad hoc answers or recommendations, whenever the need occurs during
their interaction with refugees.
Last but not least, local refugee or migrant communities should also take part in these
teachings as they often have experience, direct contact and a trust-based relationship with
asylum seekers – as well as a wide network and can thus reach out to a large portion of the
population.

What formats to use when imparting fundamental rights knowledge as
part of crisis response?
An effective way to provide asylum seekers and refugees with important information
regarding fundamental rights, tolerance and mutual respect would be to adopt a 3-step
process, using specialised material.
Firstly, a general presentation of the importance of fundamental rights in Europe can be
made: a brief summary of what ‘fundamental rights’ mean, what they include, why it is
important for asylum seekers and refugees to understand these rights, who they concern and
how they are guaranteed throughout the EU, as well as at the national level. Gaining broad
knowledge on fundamental rights’ philosophy and the concepts of tolerance and mutual
respect could be addressed through leaflets in the foreigners’ own language with simple
illustrations, aiming to acquaint them with the legal framework of the country they will be
living in.
Secondly, an adapted, personalised discussion can be held with the support of social workers
or NGO lawyers, or authorities’ representatives in accommodation facilities. For instance,
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within refugee camps, where intimacy is compromised and inhabitants may often experience
fear or insecurity, thematic discussions could be organised, led by trained professionals and
focusing on specific target groups in order to create a secure environment built on trust. This
would allow asylum seekers to express potential concerns, disagreements, or any other
relative feeling.
The last step would be to go deeper into case studies and concrete examples taken from
asylum seekers’ and refugees’ everyday life, in order to showcase how the fundamental rights
concept translates into practice. Such initiatives could be organised in the framework of social
orientation services (language courses, cultural events, information sessions on various
subjects, school discussions, held by relevant professionals or authorities’ representatives and
social services at the local level). Role-playing and simulation exercises could be very useful to
actually invite persons to explore potential reactions in fictitious situations so as to get a
practical experience and understanding of the importance of this knowledge. Refugees that
are safely installed and start focusing on their future (and the future of their children) in the
reception country are more likely to keenly accept any new element that would allow them
to mingle with the local society and facilitate interaction and mutual understanding in their
daily life.

Chapter 3:

Tolerance and mutual respect as part
of the overall integration pathway
Sanne van de Pol, Prof. Dirk Vanheule

Why to include fundamental rights knowledge as part of the overall
integration pathway/trajectory?
Tolerance and mutual respect can par excellence be promoted through the incorporation of
fundamental rights and freedoms in policy. Integration policies in Europe today are
developing swiftly. Fundamental rights and freedoms are more and more considered to be an
important cornerstone of such policy. However two general lacunae, that are even present in
countries with a long-standing tradition of integration policy development, can be identified.
In the first place, integration policies tend to focus on the immigrating population whereas
the receiving society (natives and also groups of established migrants) is often left aside.
Integration however, is recognised as a general societal process that encompasses and
involves each individual, citizen or not. Yet, in policies and everyday discourse, integration is
often solely regarded as a (new) migrant and minority issue. Secondly, fundamental rights are
to a large extent absent in the practical execution of integration and social orientation
policies. Usually, such rights are cursorily mentioned as a building block of integration policy.
This is of course already an important realisation but more pragmatic implementation is
needed. A thorough explanation of the (fundamental) rights that every individual is supposed
to enjoy, regardless of their background or citizenship status, is mostly lacking in integration
and social orientation policy.
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In the introduction to these guidelines of the RACCOMBAT initiative, it was already mentioned
how fundamental rights can contribute to integration and social orientation policy. Through
incorporation of fundamental rights and freedoms in integration policy all of society would
be addressed. More importantly, the enjoyment of fundamental rights (indirectly) asks all
members of society to balance interests among each other. The way in which fundamental
rights and freedoms require constant balancing is illustrated below.
An interesting characteristic of fundamental rights is that in most cases they contain
boundaries and demand a balancing exercise between the interest of the individual invoking
the right and the interests of other individuals or of society. The following example, drawn
from the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (in
short: European Convention on Human Rights, ECHR5) illustrates this idea. The Convention
contains only a few absolute rights, like the prohibition of torture. Under no circumstances
may one interfere with this right. On the other hand, most rights included in the ECHR are
relative rights. Examples of these are the respect for private and family life, the freedom of
thought, conscience and religion, the freedom of expression and the freedom of assembly
and association. These rights have in common that they are not absolute but relative and
that they can be limited under certain conditions. Thereto, the articles containing these
rights each include a paragraph that allows for a limitation of the right, provided it is
proportionate, in order to meet certain goals in the public interest. For example, Article 9
recognises, in its first paragraph, that everyone has the right to freedom of thought,
conscience and religion. This right includes freedom to change religion or belief and
freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest
religion or belief, in worship, teaching, practice and observance. The second paragraph
provides that the freedom to manifest one’s religion or beliefs ‘shall be subject only to such
limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests
of public safety, for the protection of public order, health or morals, or for the protection of
the rights and freedoms of others’. The second paragraph is relevant for this balancing
exercise of proportionality as it delimits the rights described in the first paragraph. The right
of one individual is limited by the protection of the rights and freedoms of others. In other
words, through mediation of the State, the interests of all are to be taken into account in the
enjoyment of fundamental rights.

Where to include teaching tolerance and mutual respect in the integration
pathway/trajectory?
Tolerance and mutual respect, derived from fundamental rights and freedoms, can be
incorporated in many instances in the integration pathway. The awareness and the knowledge
of the professionals and volunteers working in these domains are crucial. They need to be
5

Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, signed 4 November 1950, entry
into force 3 September 1953, Art. 9 Freedom of thought, conscience and religion.
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especially aware of the importance of teaching and sharing these important values. Equally,
creativity is needed when teaching or otherwise interacting with newcomers within the
framework of the integration pathway. Only by continuously mentioning and explaining the
importance of tolerance, mutual respect and other values derived from fundamental rights
and freedoms, can this awareness be promoted.
The most obvious place to include these topics is in the social orientation components of
integration policy. In the social orientation programmes, newcomers take part in classes,
workshops or lectures in which information about life in the host country is transferred.
Often, this information is very practical, as this is most demanded and most urgently needed
by both the newcomer and the host society. However, it should be kept in mind that even
when teaching about practical matters, tolerance and respect can and should be encouraged.
A topic on waste disposal can serve as an example, as it is often treated in countries with a
long-standing tradition of social orientation programmes. It is relatively easy to connect this
topic to respect to nature and fellow citizens in society but instructors really need to make this
explicit and stress these important values to convey a deeper message on life in the host
society. The same goes for all other topics that are treated in the social orientation
programmes.
Furthermore, language tuition also offers a possibility to include fundamental rights and
freedoms. Of course, the main goal of classes is to convey knowledge about a new language,
but one could carefully choose examples related to respect, tolerance and fundamental rights
and freedoms in class. Besides teaching their classes, teachers are also a source of information.
Their awareness of fundamental rights and freedoms and their ability to recognise and deal
with questions related to racism and xenophobia are important to the participants and for the
way in which possible problems are addressed or neglected.
Field visits offer another instance in which certain aspects of life in the host country can be
highlighted. Focusing on tolerance, mutual respect and the combat against racism and
discrimination, one could think for example of visits to a police station, a centre for equal
opportunities or a human rights agency. In many field visits, these topics could be included.
Even during seemingly indifferent activities, such as a city walk or museum visit, there is room
to address this as long as the instructor keeps the goal of addressing these important issues
in mind.
Professionals dealing with career orientation and professionals coaching individuals
throughout their integration trajectory should also be aware of the importance of fundamental
rights and freedoms to foster mutual respect and tolerance. They can also play an important
role in passing on this type of information.
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What formats to use when imparting fundamental rights knowledge
as part of the integration trajectory?
There are many ways in which fundamental rights knowledge can be conveyed. Lectures by
integration personnel can be the first option. Through lectures in class, fundamental rights,
values such as mutual respect and tolerance and the combat against discrimination and
racism can be treated. It is possible to dedicate one or more lectures to these topics but
transversal treatment is also possible. A combination of both is probably most fruitful. In
case personnel or volunteers are not knowledgeable enough in these domains, outside
experts or representatives of institutions can be invited. Their lectures can take place at the
premises of the organisation for social orientation, but a field visit to relevant organisations
might be even more valuable. In case live lectures are no option, one could also think of
using audio or video materials or even printed flyers with useful information.
There are several challenges that integration professionals face when incorporating
fundamental rights and freedoms in the messages they convey.
Firstly, an important challenge is the professionals’ own lack of (technical) knowledge. It is of
utmost importance for integration services to provide their employees or volunteers with
easy, accessible and transferable information since they are not usually legal specialists. They
do not need to be experts, but their source of information needs to be correct and accessible.
They play a key role in the transfer of knowledge to newcomers and it is important that
information is correctly provided whenever possible. It should however be kept in mind that
more general topics like respect and tolerance can also be treated without global knowledge
of fundamental rights. Teachers would solely need to focus on these topics and incorporate
them when relevant.
Secondly, they need to deal with possible language challenges since newcomers often enrol
in social orientation courses given in languages other than their mother tongue. Teachers
need to make continuous efforts to translate often abstract concepts such as tolerance,
respect and fundamental rights into simple and clear language. It should be monitored that
these conceptual topics are sufficiently treated.
Lastly, integration professionals face challenges related to existing perceptions on
fundamental rights and freedoms. Interviews with beneficiaries of social integration courses
have illustrated that rather distorted ideas exist as to what rights and obligations newcomers
(and other citizens) have. Also, ideas about discrimination and racism often need further
clarifications. These perceptions can start to lead their own life in migrant groups and it is up
to integration professionals to discover and correct false ideas.
There might be need for additional capacity building among teaching and coaching
personnel. The work of DISCRI Wallonia can be referred to on ideas how to provide
integration professionals with easy to access, up to date information on all topics of social
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orientation. Information on fundamental rights and freedoms, tolerance, respect,
discrimination and racism is gathered to inform and inspire teachers to deal with these
topics.

Chapter 4:

Tolerance and mutual respect as part of language
tuition and cultural orientation
Agnese Lāce

Language tuition and cultural orientation are some of the most formalised elements of the
integration pathway with set deliverables, outcome assessment strategies and often
predefined curricula. With the aim to introduce newcomers to aspects of daily life, values,
traditions, and norms, these forums provide opportunities for learning about tolerance and
mutual respect. Taking into account the various integration systems presented in the
framework of RACCOMBAT project, we see several common elements that prevent including
aspects of fundamental rights education in social orientation courses in a comprehensive
manner, the main being the short duration of the courses and the number of topics to be
covered in the short time period. This chapter looks into the reasons and methods for
including elements of fundamental rights education in language tuition and cultural
orientation activities.
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Why to include fundamental rights knowledge as part of language
tuition and cultural orientation?
Across the EU, learning the language of the host country is one of the core preconditions for
successful inclusion in the society. Member States implement various approaches to language
teaching – service providers can be universities, private language schools, municipalities and
organisations set up particularly for integration support. However, whatever the chosen
model of language teaching provision, language tuition is almost always present even when
integration systems are still developing or when very few integration support activities exist
in the society. Therefore, the primary reason for including fundamental rights knowledge as
part of language tuition is the relatively more continuous availability of language training
and the longitudinal involvement of persons in language training over time.
It is important to maintain balance between the practical knowledge necessary for initial
adaptation and a head-start in the host society, the theoretical and practical knowledge
necessary in a certain profession and the specific aspects of fundamental rights knowledge
useful at certain stages of integration. Understanding one’s fundamental rights is significant
already in the initial period after arrival (i.e. when looking for accommodation), therefore
basic information on the legal system and reporting violations should be provided early on in
the social orientation process (even before arrival, as discussed below). Key aspects to be
introduced are definition of discrimination and institutions that provide assistance and
venues for penalisation in cases of discrimination. At the same time, more comprehensive
knowledge for recognising and learning methods of reaction to instances of discrimination
should be gradually introduced also in general or employment-specific language tuition. In
order to include the rights, obligations and values reflected in the national integration policy,
this would require a centralised approach to the development of detailed language tuition
curricula or of detailed lesson plans that can be integrated in various teaching methodologies.
The second reason to include fundamental rights knowledge in language tuition is the need
to define and expand the representation of the core values of the host society beyond
social orientation courses or support activities.
Cultural orientation, in turn, provides space for introducing newcomers to fundamental rights
knowledge even before departure to the new host country. Before arrival such information
can be tailored to the respective group of newcomers, the information can be adapted to
their particular background, and the orientation can take place in their mother tongue or a
widespread intermediary language. However, not all EU Member States practise predeparture cultural orientation, therefore it is crucial to ensure the availability of relevant factbased online information about fundamental rights.
A specific type of pre-arrival cultural orientation is information circulated among migrant
networks. Migrants already acquainted with the host society will serve as intermediaries and
informal advisers. Those exposed to fundamental rights knowledge during their time in the
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host country in a comprehensive manner will be able to advise their newly arrived peers. This
confirms the need for uniform, clear, easily accessible information online that is
presented to newcomers in various forums, also during language tuition and cultural
orientation.
Post-arrival cultural orientation can take place directly and indirectly through various
integration support activities. By including fundamental rights knowledge into language
tuition and formal and informal cultural orientation in groups with mixed backgrounds, one
can ensure an exchange of various lived experiences and thus a more multifaceted image
on the functioning of the host society over time. By creating activities and forums that
encourage reflecting on one’s own experience in an empowering manner, for example, when
sharing a successful example on fighting or reporting discrimination, the true value of
fundamental rights knowledge can be showcased.
The potential of migrant networks can be tapped into even further by training community
members as mentors as part of cultural orientation. Moreover, representatives of the host
community could also be trained to serve as knowledge multipliers regarding fundamental
rights issues through informal socialisation events as language circles, living libraries,
communal bread-making events and so on. That not only facilitates the circulation of
information on fundamental rights, tolerance and mutual respect, but also empowers
newcomers and host society representatives alike to become active agents in the promotion
of fundamental rights knowledge.
Thus, the principal value in including fundamental rights knowledge in language tuition and
cultural orientation is the long-term effect of a comprehensive, gradual training and easily
accessible information, not least in empowering newcomers and strengthening the two-way
nature of the integration process.

Where to include teaching tolerance and mutual respect in the language
tuition and cultural orientation sessions?
By developing the curriculum for language tuition, fundamental rights knowledge can be
included in the modules on the aspects of daily life where various forms of discrimination
and xenophobia are the most common with increasing complexity as the language
knowledge progresses. During our research, language methodologists noted that beginner
or A1 level language classes would not be suitable for such difficult concepts. However, as the
ability of language learners to converse increases, elements of fundamental rights knowledge
could be included when covering such topics as access to services (banking, health care),
access to employment (recruitment process, interacting with colleagues), access to education
(interacting with teachers and classmates), access to housing (screening advertisements,
visiting open houses, interacting with neighbours), and interaction in public spaces
(transportation, parks, interacting with other members of the society). When designing the
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new curriculum, it would be important not only to consult the available data on discrimination
cases, but also to involve representatives of migrant communities to help identifying
situations where additional information would be beneficial to newcomers.
It is important that various types of discrimination are described and explored in language
tuition and cultural orientation activities, not only those that would be considered typical for
newcomers. For example, while discrimination on ethnic or national grounds might be more
common among newcomers, it is important to show that discrimination based on age or
gender is not acceptable in the host society, thus also teaching the values that characterise
the EU as a community.
Furthermore, it is important that existing resources are used when teaching fundamental
rights knowledge. Existing reporting forms, online databases, guidelines, mobile apps etc.
should be introduced through the various exercises in class. In that way newcomers will
become acquainted and comfortable using the resources available to them also outside of the
class room. A great example for such introduction of an existing resource is the presentation
of ‘Welkom in Antwerpen’ app during orientation classes at Atlas Antwerp. Moreover, when a
new resource or app is developed, its presentation to language teachers and community
representatives should be a significant strand of its promotion strategy. Such guided, and at
the same time direct introduction of a valuable resource will promote its use among
newcomers.
Pre-arrival cultural orientation will most likely be limited to the very basic facts about a hostcountry’s approach to fundamental rights and recourse in case of violations. Nevertheless,
even at this point of integration process valuable online resources can be presented.
Cultural orientation activities after arrival, however, provide an appropriate and valuable
forum for promoting fundamental rights knowledge. Other chapters in these guidelines look
at formalised social integration courses, however, civil society organisations could provide
additional integration support through cultural orientation activities. Civil society organisations
can ensure education, monitoring and research, as well as support in cases of discrimination –
also regarding reporting and dealing with consequences. Organisations specialising in
promoting and protecting rights of vulnerable groups (separately and together) have the
necessary expertise, even though it should be tailored to the immigration context.
Organisations established by migrants or representing the interests of migrants can serve not
only as ‘peer educators’, but also provide valuable input for curriculum development for
language tuition and social orientation in order to ensure that the information provided is as
relevant as possible.
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What formats to use when imparting fundamental rights knowledge as
part of language tuition and cultural orientation?
Fundamental rights knowledge can be included in the modules on the aspects of daily life
where various forms of discrimination and xenophobia are the most common with
increasing complexity as the language knowledge progresses. These situations can be
explored in the following formats:
1. by learning the relevant vocabulary through working with written texts as examples of
(non-)discrimination, for example, by reading housing advertisements or composing job
application letters;
2. by drawing on existing informational resources (online, print, factsheets, etc.) and
reviewing them in class to make sure newcomers understand the information available
correctly and also to promote the existing online resources;
3. by assigning interactive exercises to model real life situations where discrimination may
occur. Such exercises can take the form of dialogues, group discussions, multi-party
situation simulation in order to experience various perspectives in common daily
situations;
4. by providing formal lectures by experts of fundamental rights education during the
language course, taking place during a field trip to introduce not only a certain
informational element, but also to familiarise newcomers with institutions and
organisations in the host society.
Cultural orientation activities implemented by the community actors can be aimed at
awareness-raising on mutual respect and tolerance, with rigorous methodology to include
representatives of various societal groups. Events could combine lectures, life stories and
interactive exercises to ensure both exchange of hard or formal knowledge and deep
knowledge or lived personal experience. For both language tuition and cultural orientation,
it is important to promote interaction between newcomers and the host society, and the
various formats enlisted above allow doing so to a significant degree.

What are the important preparations and precautions when teaching
tolerance and mutual respect in the language tuition and cultural
orientation sessions?
Below are some significant elements of preparation and precaution in countries where
integration systems are still in development or where the representation of fundamental
rights knowledge has so far been limited to basic information during social orientation
courses. These elements of preparation and precaution in designing language tuition and
cultural orientation curricula serve the purpose of creating a system of fundamental rights
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education that does not privilege a certain group and that equips all parties involved with the
necessary support.
1. The materials for including fundamental rights knowledge in language tuition must be
developed in a centralised or semi-centralised manner to ensure that the exercises and
information presented in class are in line with both the integration policy and the legal
framework.
2. Representatives of the target group should be included in the development process to
reflect the lived experiences and tailor the content to the actual needs of newcomers and
host communities.
3. Language teachers must receive comprehensive training on fundamental rights education
to be able to administer interactive exercise on sensitive issues as racism, xenophobia and
discrimination. The training should introduce the teachers to set, clear deliverables, as well
as ensure support and monitoring that accompanies the implementation of this knowledge
during language tuition classes in practice. Language teachers must feel secure and
confident in order to convey a more comprehensive, in-depth information on mutual
respect and tolerance.
4. When developing the abovementioned interactive exercises or when setting up field
studies and exchange of experience, elements that may trigger previously experienced
trauma, especially in the case of refugees, must be taken into account. Thus, diversity and
multicultural communication experts must be involved alongside fundamental rights
experts in the development of language learning curriculums, as well as cultural
orientation initiatives.
Actors should ensure that, when it comes to fundamental rights knowledge, mutual respect
and tolerance, the two-way nature of the integration process is correctly taken into account.
Cultural orientation activities carried out by civil society organisations have proven to be
successful in giving voice to newcomers to tell their story to representatives of the host
society, thus enabling an exchange of experience and a conversation on existing challenges,
necessary changes and possible host society involvement.

Chapter 5:

Teaching tolerance and mutual respect as part
of institutions’ work with and outreach towards
non-nationals
Smaranda Witec

This chapter reviews how partner countries to the RACCOMBAT initiative have embraced
tolerance and mutual respect in language tuition and social orientation to equip nonnationals to counteract racism and xenophobia. It examines critically the RACCOMBAT project
mapping and analytical exercises and the wide collection of best practices in language tuition
and social orientation, in order to formulate advice and guidance to institutions and NGO
service providers on how to include fundamental rights, tolerance and mutual respect at
every stage and in every format of non-nationals’ language tuition and social orientation, or
outreach to non-nationals in a wider aspect. It aims to answer the following questions:
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Firstly, why should we include imparting fundamental rights knowledge as part of institutions’
work and outreach to non-nationals? Secondly, where should we include teaching tolerance
and mutual respect in institutions’ work with and outreach to non-nationals? And lastly, what
formats should we use when imparting fundamental rights knowledge as part of institutions’
work with and outreach to non-nationals?

Why to include imparting fundamental rights knowledge as part
of institutions’ work with and outreach towards non-nationals?
Human rights education is important as part of asylum authorities’ reception of asylum
seekers, in working with and reaching out towards non-nationals by judiciary, law enforcement
and other authorities. This lies at the heart of all efforts to develop a culture of human rights
and a society that embraces dignity, inclusion and equality. Human rights education
contributes to social cohesion, prevention of unlawful behaviour, community policing,
migration management, democracy, conflict prevention and resolution and understanding of
diversity. It is a means of developing societies where human rights of all are respected,
protected and fulfilled. The provision of human rights and tolerance education is related to
States’ obligations under international human rights law and is essential for the enjoyment of
all other rights.
As already noted in the RACCOMBAT report Analysing social orientation: the case of Bulgaria,
the successful countering of racism and xenophobia against foreigners depends not only
on strategies and measures in the areas of education, participation and awareness-raising
but, more importantly, on introducing social orientation as part of the regular integration
efforts of institutions and NGOs. This entails a comprehensive presentation of important
aspects and goes further than scratching the surface of what social orientation for asylum
seekers, beneficiaries of international protection, and other legally residing foreign
nationals should be.
A holistic approach to immigration and refugee issues, with long-term planning regarding
their integration across the country is essential, especially against the background of a
migration crisis involving large numbers of non-nationals. A strategic plan should be designed
and implemented by NGOs, private and public organisations according to their expertise and
capacity. Agreement protocols with relevant authorities and a network of trained specialists
increase the likelihood that projects will benefit from new funds in order to continue to
provide such services to the beneficiaries.6

6
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Where to include teaching tolerance and mutual respect in institutions’
work with and outreach towards non-nationals?
There is a need for a higher level of commitment among social actors to implement systematic
and comprehensive programmes on human rights and tolerance education and training
within all educational sectors – formal, informal and non-formal. While States have the main
responsibility to promote and ensure human rights education and training, the other actors
in society, including educational institutions, media, asylum reception centres, community
police, PR offices of the judiciary, local communities, civil society organisations, human rights
defenders and the private sector, can play an important role in promoting and providing
human rights education and teaching tolerance and mutual respect.
In many European Member States, the current guidebooks on integration are directed
towards municipal officials, responsible for foreigners’ integration, and other representatives
of institutions and NGOs. Often, they do not provide structured training material on nonnationals’ fundamental rights and obligations, based on the main principles of the Constitution,
values of society and existing legislation.7
A structural inclusion of RACCOMBAT’s research topics in the social orientation course is
necessary, since topics are often overshadowed by more practical (and sometimes more
urgent) topics. It is also useful for teachers to know how to refer beneficiaries to organisations
that can assist them in these matters.8

What formats to use when imparting fundamental rights knowledge
as part of institutions’ work with and outreach towards non-nationals?
All sources, activities, initiatives, trainings and services provided by the main integration
actors somehow help in raising beneficiaries’ awareness of acts of racism and xenophobia and
assist them by providing additional knowledge, skills and experience. Information about
different formats of imparting fundamental rights knowledge, outreach methods, educational
resource packages, interactive learning methods, continuing assistance and links to other
forms of schooling is provided below.
Outreach to non-nationals is a form of work that takes place in proximity to those persons
and is a method supporting and complementing new and existing centre or project-based
work with non-nationals. The outreach method is primarily used for informing non-nationals
of locally existing services and encouraging them to use such services. It takes place when
experts, who usually work in refugee/migrant centres, go onto the streets. Outreach can also
7
8

Ilcheva, M., Kaneva, A., RACCOMBAT: Analysing social orientation: the case of Bulgaria, 2018, Center for the
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Van de Pol, S., Vanheule, D., RACCOMBAT: Analytical report of social orientation: the case of Belgium, 2018,
Centre for Migration and Intercultural Studies, University of Antwerp.
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seek to identify, through consultations, existing gaps in services aimed at meeting nonnationals’ needs in extension to centre based work. In addition, booklets and brochures,
lectures and group discussions, open door days, audio and video materials in different
languages, etc. can improve fundamental rights knowledge and support outreach. Moreover,
the organisation of sessions on human rights and promoting tolerance alongside with
educational and recreational activities which bring together people from different nationalities
and ethnicities, would respond to the pressing need to inform asylum seekers accommodated
in the centres for refugees about their rights and obligations in the host country, as well as to
raise tolerance within the refugee community itself, and also improve awareness of important
topics such as discrimination, abuse, gender inequality and stereotypes, etc.
Educational resource packages, namely the development of curricular frameworks of third
country language books for adults and children at differing skill levels (beginner, intermediate
and advanced), specific workbooks for language teachers and learners, and materials
necessary to assess competencies can also make use of examples of fundamental rights
knowledge. Cultural accommodation guides and a general cultural orientation guide in video
format, all in different languages, as suggested in Romania, could also be thought of.9
Networks of intercultural mediators, volunteers, as well as other entities who interact with/
offer services to the target group could be involved in drawing these materials. It is also
recommended, when developing educational resource packages, to focus on the inclusion of
the host society to foster contact with locals in an open and stimulated atmosphere. This
encourages discussions and learning about respect, tolerance and fundamental rights and
freedoms.
In terms of the contribution of the methodology to fostering fundamental rights’ knowledge,
training programmes could use interactive learning methods with a wide range of printed
or audio-video materials. For example, the course of socio-cultural orientation focuses on the
abilities needed to meet basic needs and overcome the daily challenges by learning through
practical experiences. Among the interactive learning methods are discussions, group work,
role-playing/simulation games, etc., taking into account aspects of cultural diversity, literacy
and education, the special needs of the target group, adapted to the general profile of the
learners. They tackle issues relevant to the specific stage of the integration process and have
as starting point countries of origin’ experience in developing cultural orientation programmes
involving, as the case may be, members of the communities already established. Students are
able to develop an understanding of values and culture and learn about public services
available by encouraging interaction with service providers and host community members in
different contexts – schools, places of worship, community centres, public institutions, etc. –
and participation in volunteering and mentoring schemes. The core goals are developing
basic oral and written communication skills, familiarisation with the main elements of culture
9
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and civilisation of the host country, and inclusion into education, social responsibility and
sustainable economy, active involvement in society, and exercising freely one’s fundamental
freedoms. In this respect, it is absolutely necessary to take into account the specific context in
which the teaching/learning activities are carried out and the learners’ psychological and
educational profile. The design of the curriculum within the communicative and functional
paradigm involves a new role for the teacher/lecturer, to incite and motivate students to
learn. The teacher becomes an effective manager of the learning process, an information
supplier, a learning motivating factor, and a diagnostician. Also, the teacher has to strengthen
the students’ trust in their own capacities and ensure a positive learning environment, which
should constantly value the accomplishments, instead of the limitations of learning. Meeting
the recommended learning goals emphasises the need to vary the methods used by the
teacher and create interactive activities based on cooperation (the audio-lingual method,
image-based story-telling, learning by doing, learning by discovering, brainstorming, etc.).
The (formative and summative) assessment of the learning process must take into account the
particularities of each and every participant.10
Besides lectures, general teaching methods for social orientation courses should include
practical activities and interactive discussions during the lessons as well as other teaching
methods suitable for adult education. Additionally, more support and more information on
human rights in general is needed, as well as on the law on protection against violence, victim
support services, referral and other similar mechanisms, cultural and educational study visits
as well as professional study visits. The participation of the host societies would improve and
accelerate the integration process. By all these means discrimination, xenophobia and social
exclusion would be combatted by strengthening the process of non-nationals gradual
integration.11
Sometimes, the course attendants are not addressed as human rights holders, who are
entitled to state protection against human rights violations, but rather as potential violators
of human rights and state rules.12 This means, that the teaching materials aim at preventing
the violation of societal rules by the target group. It is useful to have a clearer definition of
‘societal values’ vs. rules/ideals of behaviour and to provide course teachers and other
employees in contact with the target group with human rights relevant information. The
objective of imparting fundamental rights knowledge is quick orientation and sharing of
important information in the target group’s mother tongues. Support in accessing local
language courses, counselling and counteracting de-qualification on the labour market are
the first important steps according to the individual needs. Issues related to racism,
10
11
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xenophobia, and discrimination occur in several forms, but mainly in the way of living
together. The respectful interactions between language teachers, office staff and target
group are a strong signal against racism and xenophobia and require instructions on working
with non-nationals. The fact that local languages could be taught by volunteers of the host
society and the teaching is accompanied by collective leisure time activities and counselling
shows the target group that it is supported and that the host society cares about them. Thus,
the services attract members of the target group, who are curious and open for integration
into the host society. The structural involvement of the law enforcement into the service
could also be another important element of counteracting racism and xenophobia.13
Continuing assistance, in different forms, is also useful in imparting fundamental rights
knowledge. The assistance of social workers and social mentors ensures individualised social
orientation practices, where alongside practical assistance in everyday situations an
introduction and education on everyday norms take place. This service is essential for the
social orientation of beneficiaries of international protection, serving as a source of
information, practice and mediation. Of course, not all members of the target group must
become a part of this programme and it has been noted that those most vulnerable and most
likely to be discriminated against do request (and require) the assistance of social workers and
social mentors.14 A primary way in which racism and xenophobia can be countered in
accommodation centres is the availability of assistance in cases when discrimination has
occurred.15
Besides personal assistance, digital assistance could also be of help. The development of a
support app can be used as long-term support for beneficiaries after the completion of the
social orientation course. A freely accessible app could be developed for newcomers (also for
national newcomers and other residents). The introduction of such an app in the larger cities
has the potential to increase the participation and independence of non-nationals in a long
term, durable manner and offers people direction to services they can contact directly.
Lastly, links to other levels of schooling can equally aid in promoting fundamental rights
knowledge, tolerance and mutual respect. On a practical level, links should be sought with
the system of primary and secondary education. Modules on tolerance can be introduced and
teachers trained to explain to students concepts like equal rights regardless of origin. In order
to promote zero tolerance to racism and xenophobia and empowerment against such acts,
textbooks and workbooks need to be designed, according to age and education levels of
pupils. Supporting images can be used to increase the rate of understanding.
13
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Finally, in terms of legal and institutional framework, tolerance through social orientation
should be listed among the specific priorities of the interinstitutional bodies managing the
processes of migration and integration, with specific powers and obligations of all stakeholders
concerned.

Conclusions and
Bringing the importance of fundamental
recommendations: bringing
importance
of fundamental
rights inthe
social
orientation
onto a policy level
rights in social orientation onto a policy level
The present guidelines have looked at the different contexts of imparting fundamental rights
knowledge as part of the language tuition and social orientation of asylum seekers, refugees
and migrants. Various challenges have been outlined throughout EU Member States in a
changing sociopolitical context. The conclusions that have been reached, as well as a set of
recommendations for practitioners and policy makers are presented below.
An overall question Member States are facing is whether to entrust all integration
functions with the state, or procure certain activities through service providers, very
often NGOs, or stay with NGO pioneered models, having usually occurred in times of crisis
when no proper state capacity could quickly be allocated to reception and integration. Staterun models have the benefits of (usually) sustainable financing, government backing and
legislation-based wide access and outreach to target groups. NGO-centered models, on the
other hand, often show flexibility, keener understanding of non-nationals’ everyday difficulties
and more awareness of the international context. Thus, balance should be found between
both models to mutually enhance their strengths and remedy weaknesses, linked to
government instabilities, political fluctuations and the concurrent existence of overlaps and
gaps in integration activities. While NGOs may be vested with various functions in the
integration of non-nationals and especially in their social and legal orientation, legal and
policy-related responsibilities should remain with the state and efforts in various directions
can be made to ensure proper balance of expertise and functions in the integration field:
• Legislative framework and policy guidelines for the integration of non-nationals should be
developed collaboratively between institutions and NGOs within various formats;
• Carrier organisations of social orientation and language courses are advised to have the
mandate to inform the target group about fundamental rights issues;
• Coordination mechanisms are advisable to regulate the rights and obligations of various
stakeholders in terms of integration and social orientation;
• Common integration programmes and curricula should be used to streamline various
institutional and NGO efforts, especially in cases of periodic procurement cycles, which
may lead to different integration implementers with diverging direction of efforts;
• Referral mechanisms between course providers and specialised counselling centres are
recommended;
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Conclusions and recommendations

• In the long term, assessments should be carried out on the economic and social benefits
and drawbacks of outsourcing integration activities to NGOs or other entities, or keeping
them within the state remit.
In terms of imparting fundamental rights knowledge as part of crisis response, a
number of recommendations can be given on including the fundamental rights dimension as
a crucial and integral part of crisis response. When dealing with crisis, inevitably there are
other priorities and basic needs tend to take the leading role. This means that newcomers are
lacking basic information on their rights and this can go on for a very long period, this leading
to great disorientation, lack of integration and ghettoisation. To deal with this phenomenon
in a realistic way fundamental rights, tolerance and mutual respect must be included in the
mid-term response strategy. Ideally, this should be approached during the very first stages of
their integration process so as to provide newcomers with a general understanding of the
sociocultural context in which they will have to adapt. This could be achieved by way of
distributing an informational leaflet during registration with the Asylum Service or the
competent authorities, or during reception and registration procedures in camps or in
accommodation programmes and schemes. Additionally, an orientation discussion could be
included at the reception stage, providing main information on basic rights, such as health
services, legal issues, for instance on asylum law, accommodation etc. A further tool for
underlining the binding nature of fundamental rights would be the incorporation of the
fundamental rights dimension into general guidelines and regulations directly related to their
placement and accommodation. At this stage, information talks could be introduced
containing more detailed information on education (language), integration in the labour
market, discrimination and racism, democracy and human rights etc. The way to approach
this effectively could be seen as a three-tiered approach, including an introduction to
fundamental rights through leaflets with simple illustrations in the newcomers’ own
language; followed by an adapted, personalised discussion with the support of social workers
or NGO lawyers, or authorities’ representatives and finally showcasing the importance and
practical applicability of fundamental rights through case studies and role playing and
simulation exercise.
Regarding fundamental rights education as part of established integration
trajectories, much improvement can still be made by structurally integrating these concepts.
It has been illustrated how integration is a multi-way process that encompasses society as a
whole. Fundamental rights and freedoms also include all members of society and require an
interesting balancing exercise. So far, fundamental rights and freedoms, if they are included
in integration trajectories, are often cursorily mentioned. More structural and pragmatic
inclusion is necessary. Even when practical matters are discussed, topics such as tolerance,
respect and freedom can be addressed as well. The key is to provide correct information
whenever possible. Challenges lie in the possible lack of (technical) knowledge of teachers.
Crucial to this are decent teaching instructions and raising general awareness of the
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importance of fundamental rights and freedoms among teachers. Conveying the message
while often dealing with the limited language skills of newcomers can also be complicated. A
final challenge lies in the fact that teachers will regularly come across false perceptions and
ideas about fundamental rights and freedoms. These rights and topics such as racism and
discrimination need further clarification among newcomers (and other citizens). These
themes can also be treated both in the language tuition and social orientation components
of the integration trajectory. Efforts could be made to structurally include fundamental rights
education in invited talks, during field trips and (career) counselling.
Concerning teaching tolerance and mutual respect as part of language tuition and
cultural orientation, the principal value in including fundamental rights knowledge in
language tuition and cultural orientation is the long-term effect of a comprehensive, gradual
training and easily accessible information, not least for empowering newcomers and
strengthening the two-way nature of the integration process. That will require a centralised
approach to the development of detailed language tuition curricula or of detailed lesson
plans that can be integrated with various teaching methodologies, as well as a careful
preparation of teaching staff, mentors in migrant communities and representatives of civil
society organisations in order to carry out fundamental rights education in an empowering,
not marginalising manner. It is important to include migrants in the process of developing
curricula, as well as to highlight various types of discrimination. Furthermore, ensuring
uniform, clear, easily accessible information online will facilitate pre- and post-arrival cultural
orientation efforts. Finally, language classes and cultural orientation events are spaces for
exchanging various lived experiences and thus presenting a more multifaceted image on the
functioning of the host society over time.
As for teaching tolerance and mutual respect as part of the everyday work and
outreach of institutions towards non-nationals, outreach takes place in proximity to nonnationals and is a method supporting and complementing new and existing centre or project
based work with non-nationals to promote further knowledge on fundamental rights.
Outreach is primarily used to inform non-nationals of locally existing services and to
encourage them to use such services. Outreach can also seek to identify, through consultations,
existing gaps in services aimed at meeting their needs. In addition to going out, booklets and
brochures, lectures and group discussions, open door days, audio and video materials in
different languages, etc. are various ways to improve fundamental rights knowledge.
Moreover, the organisation of sessions on human rights that promote tolerance alongside
with educational and recreational activities would bring together people from different
nationalities and ethnicities. It would also improve awareness of important topics such as
discrimination, abuse, gender inequality and stereotypes, etc. and respond to the pressing
need to inform asylum seekers accommodated in the centres for refugees about their rights
and obligations in the host country as well as to raise tolerance levels within the refugee
community itself.

Belgium
Welkom in Antwerpen App

Photo: Welkom in Antwerpen app, by Atlas Antwerpen

Level of implementation

Local

Name(s) of implementing
institutions

Atlas Antwerp – an integration and civic integration centre
that provides information and support to organisations and
newcomers with a non-Dutch mother tongue
City of Antwerp

Partners/Supporters

Digipolis Antwerp – an organisation assisting policy makers
in Antwerp (and Ghent), specialised in ICT
•

Combatting the digital divide for newcomers with a
different native language, low skilled people or people
without digital skills. They need to contact and interact
with many organisations, services (online and offline)
when they arrive while access is often difficult (no
computer, insufficient language skills, etc.);

•

Providing an alternative to a static document with useful
addresses on paper.

Main idea behind it, initial
situation (why?)
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Objective (what for?)

Belgium , Welkom in Antwerpen App

•

Providing customised information;

•

Providing up-to-date information;

•

Diminishing the digital divide (digital tool custom made
for the target group while still being useful for nationals).

•

Only available in Dutch and can be installed on a
smartphone or tablet;

•

Provides the newcomer with personally relevant useful
addresses of organisations and services in Antwerp, based
on the address of the user or his/her current location,
saved on their phone, not on a server;

•

Shows the organisations with an address and a map
including one’s current location and home address. Thе
list is stored on the phone and therefore also available
offline. It is also possible to click on ‘plan my route’ which
allows users to see how to get there;

•

Gives information and pictures of items that people
should bring to the location – from pictures of ID cards,
driving licenses and tax papers, to pictures of swimming
gear and coins one should bring to make use of the local
swimming pool;

•

Several headers in the app that guide users to detailed
information – alarm numbers, living, administration,
Dutch, studying, work, health, children, free time,
transport and documents;

•

Information organised in a uniform and simple way,
similar to Facebook and WhatsApp, in the colours of the
city of Antwerp, language is easy and concise.

•

Auditive support available allowing people to hear the
correct pronunciation of words, an extra chance to
practice their Dutch.

•

Visual support available – pictures and documents to
bring, easy to read logos to increase organisations’
recognisability

Description of practice
(what?)
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Government, Atlas Antwerp and City of Antwerp
Start and funding procedure: September 2016

Time-frame (start/end/
ongoing)

End: March 2018 Launching the app after pilot phase
Currently ongoing

Stand-alone initiative or
incorporated into other
initiatives?

Stand-alone

Main target group
(nationals, nonnationals – types)

Nationals, EU nationals, third country nationals, asylum
seekers/international protection status holders
Promotion for this app is made in several ways:
•

Oral promotion seems to be most powerful – used in all
social orientation classes (taught in over 30 languages) in
which the candidates download the app, learn how to use
it; they are encouraged to save their address in the app, in
order to find the services located in their vicinity.

•

Printed promotion (in simplified Dutch) is also used.
Flyers and posters can be found at different locations in
Antwerp such as city services.

•

Digital promotion also constitutes an important way to
promote the app. The website of Atlas Antwerp promotes
the app in their Dutch language section. It explains the
functioning, shows screenshots and features a youtube
movie. The app is also featured on the Atlas Antwerp
Facebook page. Lastly, a promotion movie is made to use
in class situations. This video exists in English, Arabic,
Polish and Spanish language versions but cannot be
accessed online.

Promotion
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Belgium , Welkom in Antwerpen App

Information provided on
legal, practical and
procedural aspects of
protection against racism/
hatred and discrimination

Yes

Methods of language/
content teaching

The app is promoted and taught during social orientation
classes but is free to download and use for everyone.
Freely accessible, one just needs access to a smartphone,
size 34,4 MB, suitable for both iOS and Android.

Accessibility

Obligatory: no
Research has shown that in every class of social orientation,
almost everyone, over 85%, uses a smartphone, for those not
having one, 80 tablets are available in Atlas.

Budget, sources of
financing

Sources and references
(hyperlink(s))

40.000 EUR for the creation of the app and 5 years of
technical support, provided by the City of Antwerp and Atlas
Antwerp.
After the app has been launched, the maintenance costs are
to be taken up by Atlas Antwerp. Personnel costs are not
included in the budget.
https://www.atlas-antwerpen.be/nl/nieuw-in-antwerpen/
app-welkom-in-antwerpen
https://www.digipolis.be/
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Impact assessment
foreseen?
How often?
By whom?
Is the target group
involved into the
evaluation/impact
assessment? If yes: how

The app is constantly monitored and updated. Once a year,
an evaluation is foreseen with the project group and
developers. It is never possible to connect personal info to
people’s activities. Organisations featuring on the app are
also regularly contacted for an evaluation.

Methods of impact
assessment
Indicator based? If yes:
please name some
indicators
Which actors of host
communities are
included?

Social orientation teachers, service providers

Degree of inclusion

Voluntary/institutionalised
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Belgium , Welkom in Antwerpen App

The Welkom in Antwerpen is an app that offers people
direction to services they can contact directly, without
reference of other organisations. Legal information and
information about discrimination, for example, can be found
in various locations.

How can racism and
xenophobia be countered
through this activity?

‘Living’ (in Dutch: wonen) provides information on searching
for a home, moving, gas, water and electricity, garbage,
second hand products, police, financial information and legal
information. It guides the user to a bureau for legal aid,
‘woonkantoren’ (offering free info on building, renovating,
letting and renting and living in Antwerp), a renters’
organisation, UNIA (i.e. the Federal Equal Opportunities
Centre, in case of discrimination) and the city department in
charge of rental mediation. Several of these organisations are
relevant for newcomers in cases of discrimination or other
legal issues.
‘Administration’ allows users to choose between questions
about administration, city services, legal information on
residence and taxes. It guides users to a bureau for legal aid,
the office in Antwerp in charge of return migration, a social
centre for foreigners where free legal counsel might be
offered and the CAW, an advisory organisation focusing on
migration.
In the future, another important contact will be added,
namely the Ombudsperson. This is a person one can contact
to file a complaint involving the city services of Antwerp.

How can the impact of
this practice be
measured/made
measurable?

For now, only the number of downloads is visible for the
developers. In the future, more elaborate user analytics will
also be available and a questionnaire will be rolled out in
classes in order to see which items are most sought after on
the app.
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The app is used in many different social orientation classes,
when information needs to be sought, people are encouraged
to use the app, and store the information that is useful for
them. The success of the app can be attributed to the
promotion and usage in class. Even when people are hesitant
or skeptical at first, they later realise the power and usefulness
of the app. Usage at several instances in the 60 hour social
orientation course proves to be very fruitful. Besides the
social orientation teachers, other employees at Atlas (such as
coaches or in Dutch trajectbegeleiding) also inform
newcomers about the app. Persons themselves are also
encouraged to tell others about the app to increase the
exposure.
For now the app only exists in Antwerp but other Belgian
cities are developing their own. Mechelen, Bruges and
Kortrijk for example are working on this with their own
developers. However, it could be very well feasible to base
future apps on the framework and content of the Welkom
in Antwerpen app. This would downsize the development
costs considerably. The digital developers can assist in the
creating of such new city apps. The wireframes exist and
just need to be white labelled in order to function as a basis
for new apps. So far this has not happened yet. Atlas
Antwerp does not seek to sell the app but is open to
contact in order to benefit from their digital work and the
exploratory research into what users actually need. Besides
transferability to other cities, the app can also be used in
other instances. An example is prisoners who are about to
be released. They can use the app to help them start
building up their life outside prison.
The developers can be contacted through the RACCOMBAT
team for further information if interested.

Bulgaria
Bread Making for Inclusion

Photo by: Lora Dimitrova

Locations

Sofia

Level of implementation

Local

Name(s) of implementing
institutions
Partners/Supporters

Main implementing institution: Bulgarian NGO International
Council for Cultural Centres, Bread Houses Network (BHN)
Program
Partners: Council of Refugee Women in Bulgaria, Multi Kulti
Collective, UNHCR – the UN Refugee Agency in Bulgaria,
Caritas-Sofia
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Bulgaria, Bread Making for Inclusion

Main idea behind it, initial
situation (why?)

Organising collective bread-making and community events
aiming at inclusion and engagement of all migrant groups
including women and young men, but also children and
whole families.
It addresses the challenges in the area of inter-cultural
dialogue and cultural participation as well as in the
participation in local public life. More precisely, the practice
helps to overcome the following issues faced by migrants
in the country of acceptance:
• Lack of varied and public events in which to meet and
interact with local community;
• Limited access to events with the local community
members, caused by the lack of information, protected
and safe environment, transport options, language
barriers, etc;
• Cultural barriers caused by different religious beliefs,
different ways of thinking and behaviour.
Moreover, this is one of the very few initiatives contributing
to the social empowerment of migrants and creating
opportunities for them to freely express themselves and
share their opinions, skills and culture.
The solution is helping improve the living conditions in the
Registration and Reception Centers where migrants are
placed (e.g. by addressing the issue of limited space for food
preparation and cooking, as well as food supplies).

Objective (what for?)

The mixed bread-making workshops, culinary lessons and
events for game playing create possibilities for natural and
direct communication. All events are being carried out with
the help of interpreters who assure mutual understanding.
All steps of the workshops based on the ‘Theatre of Crumbs’
method aim at fostering communication but also cooperation.
The Culinary Exchange is a form of workshop, which puts
the migrants in the role of leaders and experts by making them facilitators. The events are organised in an informal
way so that there is a lot of space for questions, discussions
and knowledge sharing.
During the game ‘Build a Bread House’ participants are
invited to work together by sharing their observations,
opinions and ideas, but also by discussing solutions of social
issues and taking democratic decisions.
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The practice ‘Bread Making for Inclusion’ consists of
innovative, creative collective bread-making workshops and
community events aiming at:
•

mixing migrants with local people and creating
possibilities for interaction and cultural exchange which
leads to overcoming prejudices and community building;

•

providing a safe space for migrants where they can
engage in creative activities, spend time out of their
everyday environment and improve their language and
social skills.

To meet this objective, BHN is organising various social
inclusion events based on proven community building
methods, in particular the method ‘Theatre of Crumbs’.
It consists of drawing in flour images expressing ideas on a
collectively chosen topic, then connecting the images in a
joint story, mixing dough in couples and making bread
figures as puppets that finally play out the collective story
composed by all participants.
Practice (what?)

To meet this objective the BHN organises the following types
of ‘Theatre of Crumbs’ events:
Mixed educational bread making events for children (4
and 14 years old) from migrant and the local communities.
They improve the language and social skills of the children,
but also foster inter-cultural dialogue by creating
opportunities for parents to interact in a natural and fun way.
Mixed bread making events for young people (15 and 25
years old) from migrant and the local communities. They
create space for direct communication; inspire young people
to envision their future professional and social development
in the new context; enable the overcoming of stereotypes
and lead to inter-cultural dialogue.
Migrant bread making events for groups of children
migrants and/or women migrants. These events provide a
uniquely home-like, safe environment for engaging in
amusing and relaxing activities. It gives space for selfexpression but also an opportunity for the improvement of
language skills and acquisition of new abilities.
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Bulgaria, Bread Making for Inclusion

Additional instruments used together with the solution are:

Description
of practice (what?)

•

Culinary exchange – refugee women present their
traditional pastry recipes to the local community. The
event fosters the empowerment of women-facilitators
through interaction, collective activities and sharing
knowledge and traditions.

•

Playing a board game on social enterpereneurship –
mixed groups or migrant groups are engaged in playing
the game ‘Build a Bread House’, part of the ‘Bakers
without Borders’ educational game created by the BHN
Founder, Nadezhda Savova-Grigorova. The players
identify the problems and challenges of their community
or country; they collectively imagine and propose
solutions through creating a social enterprise and
developing a basic business model. The event inspires
and teaches basic social entrepreurship skills, offers ideas
for professional development and fosters the overall
empowerment of participants.

Civil society, namely:
Managed/driven by

The Bulgarian NGO International Council for Cultural
Centres – Bread Houses Network Program

Time-frame
(start/end/ongoing)

Start: May 2016
Ongoing
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The Culinary Exchange events are being organised as a
stand-alone initiative and the other events as part of other
current projects, namely:
‘We are all made from the same dough’ (November 2017 –
June 2018), financed by United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees
The project was implemented by the Sofia Bread House
together with the Council of Refugee Women Association in
Bulgaria and financed by the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees. Its purpose was to lead to the
better integration of the refugee community in Bulgaria. As
part of the project, children between 7 and 11 years of age
from refugee (Syria, Afghanistan, and Iraq) and local
communities participated in a series of educational activities,
while their parents had the chance to get to know each other.
Stand-alone initiative or
incorporated into other
initiatives?

‘B(re)aking Bread and Borders’ (November 2017 – October
2018), financed by the Niwano Peace Foundation
The project is implemented by the Sofia Bread House in
cooperation with the Plovdiv Bread House. Its purpose is to
lead to overcoming stereotypes between Bulgarian young
people and the main minority groups in Bulgaria – Turkish,
Roma, Armenian and Jewish, as well as new minority groups
from different Arabic countries.
‘Like at home – we make bread, we share, we play’
(March – July 2018): financed by International Organization
for Migration (IOM) and the Asylum, Migration and Integration
Fund of the European Commission
The project was implemented in cooperation with the
Council of Refugee Women in Bulgaria. Its aim was to
contribute to the integration of children from families seeking
protection and women from Syria, Iraq, Iran, and Afghanistan
seeking protection. As part of the project the Bread Houses
Network hosted 12 events: 6 educational bread-making
events for children and 6 community bread-making events
for women.
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Bulgaria, Bread Making for Inclusion

Nationals:
Main target group
(nationals, non-nationals –
types)

EU nationals – Bulgarians
Asylum seekers/international protection status holders from
Syria, Afghanistan and Iraq

Promotion

The events have been promoted mainly through the social
media profiles and the web pages of the Bread Houses
Network and the partnering stakeholders. Most of the
publications are in Bulgarian language but some of them are
also translated into English.

Information provided on
legal, practical and
procedural aspects of
protection against racism/
hatred and discrimination

No

All events are being carried out with the help of translators.
Methods of language/
content teaching

The Mixed educational bread-making events for children
from migrant and local communities improve the language
skills of children through creative activities in which migrant
children learn Bulgarian in a fun and informal way.
Costs: All events are with free entrance for the participants
Obligatory: no

Accessibility

Budget, sources of
financing

Eligibility criteria: The participants from the local
community are invited through social media and there are
no criteria for their participation. The participants from the
migrant community are invited to participate by the partners
of the BHN – stakeholders that work directly with the
migrant community according to criteria adapted by them.
Project basis
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Mixed educational bread-making event for children:
‘We’re all made from the same dough’, 24.02.2018, topic: My
mother language
Mixed bread-making events for young people:
‘B(re)aking bread and borders’, 13.07.2018, topic: Who am I
and what are my challenges
Migrant bread-making event for children migrants:
Sources and references
(hyperlink(s))

‘Like at home – we make bread, we share, we play’, 19.06.2018,
topic: My friends
Migrant bread-making event for women migrants:
‘Like at home – we make bread, we share, we play’, 7.03.2018,
topic: Who am I and where do I come from?
Culinary exchange:
‘Breads of the East’, 17.02.2018, content: sharing 3 different
pastry recipes from the Middle East
Playing a board game on social entrepreneurship:
‘B(re)aking bread and borders’, 13.05.2018, topic: The social
issues in our community
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Impact Assessment
foreseen?

Which actors of host
communities are
included?

Bulgaria, Bread Making for Inclusion

No
All events carried out by the BHN that include specific
vulnerable groups are being organised in partnership with
stakeholders that work directly with the migrant community
(Council of Refugee Women in Bulgaria, Multi Kulti Collective,
UNHCR – the UN Refugee Agency in Bulgaria, Caritas-Sofia).
The BHN partners analyse the needs, interests and abilities of
the target group and together with the BHN team develop
programmes that are adequate and issue-focused, as well as
adapted to the current dynamic of the groups.
For the organisation of Mixed educational bread-making
events for children BHN cooperates with local public schools
as well as private education centers willing to include their
students in the events.
Participants are also involved in choosing the content of the
events. The content of events derives from the interests of
the groups and is chosen in a democratic and participative
way, thus corresponding to the needs of the participants.

Degree of inclusion

voluntary
‘Bread Making for Inclusion’ derives from the concept of the
Bread House to be an accessible and friendly space where
people from all walks of life can gather and participate in
collective creative activities in a manner that underlines their
equality and takes into account their different abilities.

How can racism and
xenophobia be countered
through this activity?

The BHN team believes that xenophobia and discrimination
can be countered through direct communication cultural
dialogue. Both the mixed bread-making workshops, culinary
lessons and events for game playing aim at creating various
and regular possibilities for natural and direct encounters. All
events are being carried out with the help of translators who
assure the mutual understanding and give the possibility for
all participants to express themselves freely and in their own
language.
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Moreover all steps of the workshops based on the ‘Theatre
of Crumbs’ method aim at fostering direct cooperation,
through:

How can racism and
xenophobia be countered
through this activity?

•

democratic choices – the group takes a democratic
decision about the event topic;

•

presentation of the personal point of view – each
participant shares his/her opinion and idea on the topic;

•

sharing sensitive personal stories – bread with its touch,
aroma, and symbolism of home and family touches
people deeply and helps them easily open up to the
others;

•

team work – the participants work in pairs;

•

group work – the event ends with collective storytelling
and sharing of bread.

Another thing that influences stereotypes is showing positive
individual examples. The Culinary Exchange is a form of
workshop, which puts migrants in the role of leaders and
experts by giving them the function of facilitators. Here, they
can present their abilities and knowledge and thus show a
good individual example. The events are organised in an
informal way so that there is a lot of space for questions,
discussions and knowledge sharing.
Another way of countering xenophobia is by showing the
potential contribution of migrants to society. During the
events devoted to playing the game ‘Build a Bread House’
participants from migrant and local communities are invited
to share their observations, opinions and ideas, but also to
discuss solutions of social issues and to develop common
plans for social initiatives.
The experience of the BHN shows that the events with the
participation of migrants and especially the mixed events
attract great media attention. This contributes to their
promotion and visibility and attracts more local people and
community members. Thus, the media coverage also helps
change and improve the image of migrants in society and
foster more social acceptance.
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How can the impact of
this practice be
measured/made
measurable?

Bulgaria, Bread Making for Inclusion

As big part of the participants are migrants who are
temporarily living in Bulgaria, participants in the groups
often change. This makes any long-term observations and
impact assessment difficult. Nevertheless, the organisers of
the events are asking for feedback and personal opinions
after the meetings. The feedback after all workshops has
been very positive and all participants have expressed their
willingness to participate in such events again.
It is possible to introduce questionnaires that would measure
the impact before and after the event, but there is a risk that
this would influence the whole atmosphere of the meetings
by making them more formal.

Elements of sustainability
‘Bread Making for Inclusion’ as well as all community events
developed by the BHN can be carried out in every sociocultural environment or time period, no matter of religious
background and food restrictions related to it. The methods
have been gaining popularity and supporters for more than
10 years which proves their sustainability.

Elements of transferability

Another advantage of the practice is that it is logistically
simple to organise and does not require any special
conditions. The bread making events, culinary lessons and
game playing can be organised indoors as well as outdoors.
The materials (such as flour, salt, sugar, yeast, water and
optionally other basic ingredients for the culinary exchange)
as well as the setting (such as tables, bowls, sieves and
optionally aprons and chairs) needed for the workshops are
affordable and accessible and can be easily adapted to the
resources of the organisers and the participants. This makes
the practice sustainable and not limited to any particular
time and logistic conditions.

Austria
Start Wien

Photo by: Start Wien

Level of implementation

Name(s) of implementing
institutions
Partners/Supporters

Local
Vienna Municipal Department 17 for Integration and Diversity
in Cooperation with Vienna Municipal Department 35 for
Immigration and Citizenship, Vienna Employment Promotion
Fund, Public Employment Service Vienna, adult education
centre Vienna (lead partner), abz*austria, Institute of
vocational pedagogics at the Austrian youth worker
movement, Caritas, Diakonie refugee services, Equalizent,
Integrationshaus Vienna, Interface Vienna, WUK – Association
for the development of open culture and workshop houses.
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Austria, Start Wien

Main idea behind it, initial
situation (why?)

Integration is a two-fold process, which includes the
immigrants and the host society. The first two years of stay
are most important for the integration prospects. Each
immigrant has individual needs (related to country of origin,
educational level, age, etc.)

Objective (what for?)

Quick orientation and sharing of important information;
sharing of information in the target group’s mother tongues;
support in accessing German language courses and
counselling on the first important steps in Vienna according
to individual needs; counteracting de-qualification on the
labour market.

Description of practice
(what?)

Start coaching – getting a head start in Vienna Start coaching is a service offered by Municipal Department 17 –
Integration and Diversity (MA 17) for all new inhabitants of
Vienna who receive their first-time permission (Erstnieder
lassungsbewilligung) or a registration for the purpose of
family member (Familienangehörige/-r) to stay in Austria for
the last two years. Employees of MA 17 who speak the persons’ native language or another language they feel comfortable with assist them in finding their way around Vienna. At
the start coaching appointment they will receive their Vienna
education booklet. This is a booklet where all language
courses, information events, counselling services, and education and further training programmes that they attend are
recorded. The education booklet contains vouchers from the
City of Vienna for German Integration Courses worth € 300. It
also allows persons to attend information events on various
useful topics. They get comprehensive information about the
Integration Agreement, discuss what their next steps should
be, get help with finding a suitable Integration Course, learn
how the voucher system works and what the information
modules are, get recommendations for counselling centres
(finding a job, getting your qualifications recognised, etc.)
discuss basic questions (registering children for school, compulsory schooling, etc.) receive information on a variety of
other relevant topics.

Managed/driven by

Government

Time-frame (start/end/
ongoing)

Start: 1.10.2008
Ongoing
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Stand-alone initiative or
incorporated into other
initiatives?
Main target group
(nationals, nonnationals – types)
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Incorporated into other initiatives within the framework of
close cooperation with the named partner institutions
EU nationals
Third country nationals
Asylum seekers/international protection status holders
Oral, printed, online

Promotion

Languages: Albanian, Arab, French, BKS, Bulgarian, Hindi,
Farsi, Pashto, Punjabi, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Spanish,
Slovak, Turkish, Spanish, Czech, Hungarian, Ukrainian.

Information provided
on legal, practical
and procedural aspects of
protection against racism/
hatred and discrimination

Yes

Methods
of language/content
teaching

Lectures in different languages, with lecturers mainly
migrants or refugees; workshops with interactive elements,
inputs and discussions, strong inclusion of participants.
Costs: none
Obligatory: (N)

Accessibility

Eligibility criteria: newcomers in Vienna (third country
nationals, EU/EEA citizens, persons in need of international
protection)

Budget, sources of
financing

City of Vienna

Sources and references
(hyperlink(s))

www.integration.wien.at (Website of Municipal Department
for Integration and Diversity ) www.startwien.at (Project
Website in different languages) http://www.fluechtlinge.
wien/bildung/ (Homepage of the Social Fund Vienna) http://
www.wienfuerwienerinnen.at/pages/de/InstitutionDetail.
do?it_1=2100291 (Website of the Municipal Department for
Women) www.refugees.wien
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Impact Assessment
foreseen?

How often? By whom? Is
the target group involved
into the evaluation/
impact assessment? If yes:
how, Methods of impact
assessment Indicator
based? If yes: please
name some indicators

Austria, Start Wien

Yes
An evaluation of the service was carried out half a year after
implementation, based on interviews with staff members,
service users and lecturers. For the evaluation, the City of
Vienna commissioned an external institute, which had
previously done a needs assessment for the development of
Start Wien, based on multilingual interviews with the target
group. They were asked about their needs and their opinion
about the planned services. The evaluation was not indicatorbased, but included detailed questions about all services
offered: the usefulness of services for the users’ daily lives,
their motivation to attend a German language course, their
German language skills and their satisfaction with the
content of the information/ social orientation modules
offered, including the understandability of the content and
presentation techniques.
In 2012/2013, another survey was carried out by a Municipal
Department of Vienna, different from the one implementing
the programme, on the satisfaction of users with the services
provided with multilingual questionnaires developed and
disseminated among the target group.
More than 1,000 multilingual feedback questionnaires were
distributed among users over a period of three months in
2015. Main issues were: gender, age, mother tongue of the
target group, sources of information about the services (85%
of all respondents received information about the services
via their friends and acquaintances), assessment of content of
modules (importance for daily life) and lecturers (respectful
treatment, answering questions), recommendations to
improve the services. The questionnaires and their evaluation
were done internally.
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How often? By whom? Is
the target group involved
into the evaluation/
impact assessment? If yes:
how, Methods of impact
assessment Indicator
based? If yes: please
name some indicators

Which actors of host
communities are
included?
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There are also quantitative impact criteria, such as the share
of Start Wien users among those obliged to attend social
orientation courses, who are part of a database. It contains
information about those, who are referred to Start Wien by
the Vienna Municipal Department 35 for Immigration and
Citizenship and how many actually made use of Start Wien
services.
The service providers belong to the host community. The
teachers and lecturers are mostly migrants or Austrians with
a migratory background due to the need to offer mother
tongue services to the target group. Excursions and visits to
institutions of the host society are foreseen for course
lecturers and trainers in the frame of further training
constantly received to inform them about Austrian society.
Excursions to equal treatment services are planned in the
frame of workshops on specific issues, such as racism and
xenophobia. Furthermore, in the modules on ‘living
together’ the target group has the opportunity to tell about
conflicts in their neighborhoods or misunderstandings due
to cultural differences on which explanations are also given,
including information on their rights and what to do in cases
of racism.

Degree of inclusion

Some services are voluntary, others are insititutionalised.

How can racism and
xenophobia be countered
through this activity?

Start Wien constitutes an offer of the host society to the
newcomers in their mother tongues – an important
welcoming signal that the majority society wants to
contribute to newcomers’ wellbeing in Austria and offers
them information and access to services fast upon arrival.
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Austria, Start Wien

Issues of racism, xenophobia and discrimination occur in
several modules, but mainly in modules on living together
and human rights. The feedback survey among service users
indicated the information needs on these issues and
contained 10 additional topic suggestions to be rated by the
respondents. The findings and stories told by the users
strongly indicate the presence of this issue in the newcomers’
daily lives. Thus, a separate workshop on racism and
discrimination is currently planned to include what to do in
case of racism or xenophobia and information about the
legal framework. Moreover, practical examples will be
discussed. The workshops will start in autumn 2018 and then
be offered every third month or every half year.
Based on this information, the following indicators of impact
can be suggested:
How can the impact of this
practice be measured/
made measurable?

•

Percentage of newly arrived immigrants, who make use
of the services;

•

Share of attendants and those, who complete the modules
out of those, who register for them;

•

Service users who would recommend the services to their
friends;

•

Reputation of the service in migrant communities;

•

Satisfaction of service users.

80% of service users say that the teaching content is very
useful for their daily life, 15% say it depends and 5%
perceive it as not useful. Issues like housing, waste
management, asylum procedures, education system or
social affairs play a stronger role for the daily life of the
target group than issues like Austrian history or democracy.
The target group perceives the latter as interesting, but not
that relevant to their daily life.
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Elements of sustainability

Early after their arrival in Vienna newcomers receive
important information in their mother tongue on the
registration procedure, on what to do to renew a residence
permit or on the education system, saving them time and
energy. All newcomers are obliged to register at the Vienna
Municipal Department for Immigration and Citizenship,
which refers them to Start Wien. Start Wien closely cooperates
with several counselling centres in Vienna, whose feedback
indicates that Start Wien makes their work easier, because it
provides initial information. Thus, counselling centres may
focus on more specific questions and issues of their clients.
Furthermore, Start Wien provides vouchers for language
courses and support in accessing them, which constitutes an
important incentive to learn German.

Elements of transferability

The principles of these services – two-sided process of
integration involving both immigrants and the host society,
the importance of the first two years of stay for the integration
process and the individual needs of target group members,
according to country of origin, level of education, age, etc. –
are transferable as newcomers are in similar situations in
every host society. Offering a programme of mother tongue
information modules is useful in every larger city with a
certain number of newly arrived migrants sharing a language.
Smaller cities might put more emphasis on the service desk
and translation services available when needed.

